
Welcome  to  College:  Great
Worldview Gift for Graduates
The  world  is  changing  so  quickly  it’s  hard  to  keep  up.
Christians who take the Scriptures seriously as a guide for
life and knowing God usually agree that we’re sliding down a
very  slippery  slope  morally  and  spiritually.  Non–biblical
worldviews  not  only  abound  but  gain  star  status.
Christ–followers can easily feel overwhelmed, wondering how to
make  a  difference.  Nowhere  is  this  cultural  decay  more
manifest than on college campuses.

For years, my wife and I have seized the small window of
opportunity of choosing a gift for a college–bound graduate.
We realize this represents one good chance to help shape a
still–moldable life and, by extension, potentially touch the
culture for Christ. ‘Tis the season of graduation right now
and I invite you to consider following suit.

Our habit is to give college–bound graduates J. Budiszewski’s
excellent How to Stay Christian in College: An Interactive
Guide to Keeping the Faith. I recently discovered a book by a
new graduate that I’m adding to our graduation gift bag. It’s
a helpful–older–brother styled “guide for the journey” by a
young  man  who  has  obviously  been  trained  by  some  of  the
sharpest minds in contemporary Christian worldview thinking
and apologetics.

If  Probe  ever  hired  someone  to  write  an  organizational
brochure, it might be Jonathan Morrow. His book, Welcome to
College: A Christ-Follower’s Guide for the Journey, contains
one of the most succinct rationales for what we do—Christian
apologetics, that is, a defense of the faith—of anything I’ve
read. Morrow’s gift for profound insight coupled with brevity
is keen. He shows a sweeping knowledge, yet he includes just
enough material for busy students. “I have tried to keep the
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chapters short and sweet since this won’t be the only thing
you’ll be reading this semester,” Morrow writes.

Morrow’s  experience  as  a  recent  college  graduate  and  his
unself-conscious  approach  should  resonate  with  younger
readers. I would have wanted to write this book when my street
credibility with young readers was potentially higher, but I
was  nowhere  near  his  level  of  maturity,  awareness  or
comprehension  in  my  20s!

Of course, some would say Morrow’s work is simply a Cliff’s
Notes version of all he’s been taught at Biola University,
Talbot School of Theology, and through apparent involvement
with Campus Crusade for Christ. There is little or no truly
original thinking here, perhaps. So be it.

Sure,  this  material  is  generally  sprinkled  throughout  any
well–read Christians’ bookshelves, expounded profusely by the
authors Morrow draws upon. But that’s the genius of his book
for today’s graduate: a young yet well–schooled voice covering
the gamut of worldview and personal life issues in brief,
accessible terms.

The  young  man  or  woman  being  pummeled  by  secular
professors—many  of  whose  worldviews  and  intentions  are  in
direct opposition to their Christian faith—need help now. This
book makes that possible.

Welcome  to  College  isn’t  filled  with  abstractions  about
controversial  Bible  passages  or  archaeological  discoveries,
interesting as that might be. Again, one strength of Welcome
to  College  is  its  scope.  Mixed  in  with  the  basic
faith–defending  ammunition  like  the  problem  of  evil  and
suffering, Christology, ethics and so on, students will find a
broad collection of pragmatic topics: health, sex and dating,
finances, Internet use, alcohol, even a chapter on dealing
with  the  death  of  a  loved  one.  This  provides  unique  and
much–needed help for navigating the head–spinning new freedoms



of college life.

Not content to simply write a how–to–get–by manual, Morrow
challenges students to consider the privilege of a college
education and “spend it ‘Christianly’.” He discusses questions
like:

• How can you discover what you are supposed to do with your
life?
• How do you share your faith in a hostile environment?
• How do you manage your time so that you can study and have
fun?
• Is all truth relative?
• Are there good reasons to be a Christian?
•  How  should  you  think  about  dating  and  sex  as  a
Christian?{1}

Since the book offers in its beginning chapters a treatment of
three major worldviews, I could have been reading one of our
Probe Student Mind Games graduates. One of the first sessions
in Probe’s basic student curriculum contains a session on
theism, naturalism (with a sub–section on postmodernism), and
pantheism.  Morrow  uses  a  nearly  identical  breakdown  of
worldviews: scientific naturalism, postmodernism and Christian
theism.

As Morrow directly points out, these three systems of thought
predominate at the root level for people of all cultures. You
base your beliefs on one or more of these, knowingly or not.
Great  similarity  between  a  new  book  and  a  worldview
apologetics curriculum like Probe’s may be unsurprising. How
many variations on basic themes could there be? Yet it is
striking as a compact manifesto for what Morrow, his alma
mater, Probe, and a growing host of authors and organizations
are seeking to do, which is to help people think biblically.

The fundamental importance of another theme appears, as it
should, in the book’s opening pages as well. College kids need
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to enter post–secondary classrooms with eyes wide open, being
aware that the world at large (and academia in particular)
scoffs  at  the  idea  of  religion  as  possessing  absolute,
universal truth. Nancy Pearcey’s treatment of what she calls
the fact / value split in contemporary culture has become a
go–to  concept  of  culturally  aware  apologetics.{2}  It  also
informs Morrow’s book. This “two-realm theory of truth” places
religious  claims  into  an  upper  story  of  noncognitive,
nonrational values. They supposedly offer the individual some
personal meaning but hold no truth–telling power over anything
or for anyone else. “True for you but not for me” is the
slogan.  This  “upstairs”  portion  of  life  is  just
opinions—private, personal preferences not fit for the public
sphere.

In contrast, the supposed lower story is made up of rational,
verifiable, scientific claims that are binding on everyone.
This is not opinion; it’s truth by gosh. On this view, the
only possible source of real knowledge is verifiable science.
One professor in New York told his class that anyone who
believed in the supernatural was “an idiot.” That’s why such
war  stories  involving  unwitting  Christian  students  getting
broadsided by scoffing professors abound. Academic authorities
simply  pronounce  knowledge  unattainable  outside  of  the
scientific method.

But understanding the anatomy of this view and its faulty
presuppositions  equips  believing  students  to  challenge
prevailing campus biases. Though Morrow offers only a passing
understanding, any student interested in pursuing further help
will find direction here.

One example of Morrow’s agility with big, tough ideas is this
statement  rounding  out  his  brief  discussion  of  one  major
worldview:  “Postmodernism  is  a  fundamental  redefinition  of
truth, language and reality.” Elsewhere he writes:

If the Christian worldview best answers the most profound of



human questions (e.g., where we came from, who we are, how we
should live, why the world is such a mess, and what our
ultimate destiny is, to name a few) then it is true for more
than just two hours on a Sunday morning.{3}

That’s just good writing!

Given its forty–two chapters, I only sampled the book. But
that’s in keeping with the reality of any busy, overwhelmed
new  (or  not  so  new)  college  reader.  Its  usefulness  lies
partially in its accessibility as a reference. If questions
arise in class or due to new life experiences, undergrads
(others, too) can crack the book and get a quick, cogent,
biblical viewpoint on it.

Chapter titles like “Ladies: Pursue the Real Beauty” may pull
readers in before felt needs drive them there. Many others
like “Discovering the Will of God,” “Ethics in a Brave New
World” or “Science Rules!” lend themselves to future thumbing
on an as–needed basis. The Big Ideas chapter summations will
serve  as  a  useful  preview,  refresher,  and  set  of  talking
points for young faith–defenders.

One  surprising  thought  I  had  while  reading  the  chapter
entitled “Getting Theological: Knowing and Loving God” was its
value as an evangelistic tool. If I met an average inquirer or
skeptic who is unaware of the unified biblical metanarrative
(big story) of Christianity—asking, What is it you Christians
really believe?—I’d hand them Welcome to College bookmarked
here. Morrow gives the doctrinal summary of the story, anyway.
Here once again, clarity and brevity meets with completeness
and orthodoxy.

Kudos to Morrow and his editors, not to mention all the fine
teachers whose wisdom permeates the pages: Dallas Willard and
William Lane Craig, Craig Hazen and Nancy Pearcey and many
others.  Simply  refer  to  the  endnotes  and  Further  Reading
sections at each chapters’ end for a collection of apologetics



resources for the ages.

And don’t forget to consider adding this book to your gift
list for graduates and students at all levels. You may help a
young person to understand Morrow’s charge that:

God has already defined reality; it is our job to respond
thoughtfully and engage it appropriately. Don’t buy into the
lie that you need to keep your Christian faith to yourself.
It is personal, but not private. As a college student you
have  the  opportunity  to  establish  the  biblical  habit  of
living an integrated life for God’s glory. In other words,
think Christianly!{4}

Notes

1. Jonathan Morrow, Welcome to College: A Christ-Followers
Guide for the Journey (Kregel, Grand Rapids, MI, 2008), Amazon
Kindle version locations 97-103.
2. Nancy Pearcey, Total Truth (1995 Wheaton, IL: Crossway) p.
20ff.
3. Morrow, Amazon Kindle version locations 197-201.
4. Ibid, 222-226.
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Campus Christianity

Spiritual Wastelands 101
In the fall of my junior year in college, I had been a
Christian for only a year. Since I had been involved in a
Christian group on campus, however, I felt I had learned a
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great deal about my faith. As a science major I had completed
most of my requirements for my degree, and I was looking
forward to taking electives in my major of animal ecology.
However,  I  still  had  a  couple  of  hours  in  humanities  to
fulfill, not my most favorite subject. While I was looking for
a  humanities  elective,  I  came  across  an  English  course
entitled  “Spiritual  Wastelands.”  I  remember  thinking  to
myself,  “That  looks  interesting.  I  wonder  what  spiritual
wastelands this course is about?” With my newfound interest in
spiritual things, I decided to enroll.

On the first day of class, I was horrified the minute the
instructor walked into the room. He wore an old Army fatigue
jacket, a blue work shirt open to the middle of his hairy
chest, ratty blue jeans, sandals, long tangled hair, and a
beard. He punctuated his appearance with a leather necklace
containing what looked like sharks’ teeth. To make it worse,
he proceeded to go around the room and ask every student why
he or she took this course. I don’t really reember what the
other students said but when he got around to me, I sheepishly
replied that I was a Christian and that I was interested in
knowing what kind of spiritual wastelands he was going to talk
about.  Immediately,  with  a  look  of  malevolent  glee,  he
exploded: “You’re a Christian? I want to hear from you!”

Needless to say, if there had been a place to hide, I would
have found it. As you may guess, the only spiritual wasteland
he wanted to talk about was Christianity. I was like a babe
who had been thrown to the wolves. Our class discussions, more
often than not, were two-sided: the instructor versus me.
Hardly anyone else ever spoke up. To say that I found myself
floundering  like  a  fish  out  of  water  would  be  an
understatement. Occasionally my questions and comments would
hit the mark. But I am convinced, as I look back, that even
that degree of success was purely the grace of God.

Since  that  time,  I  have  spent  twelve  more  years  in  the
university environment as both an undergraduate and graduate



student. I have learned a great deal about how a Christian
student should relate to the academic community, and I would
like to share with you four principles for effective Christian
witnessing in that setting. I think you will also find that
these principles will prove to be an effective guide in any
sphere of life.

Approach your studies from a Christian worldview. We need to
think Christianly. The only way to accomplish this is to be
continually involved in the process of knowing God.

Realize that the job of the student is to learn—not to
preach. A teachable spirit is highly valued. This may seem
obvious to you, but believe me, it isn’t obvious to everyone.

Pursue excellence. Every exam, every paper, every assignment
must be pursued to the best of our ability, as unto the Lord.

Be faithful to the task—leave the results (grades) to God. Do
not get hung up on the world’s definition of success.

Think Christianly
All of our thoughts are to be Christ-centered, including those
expressed  in  a  university  classroom.  Paul  tells  us  in  2
Corinthians 10:5 that “we are taking every thought captive to
the obedience of Christ.” All knowledge is to be encompassed
by a Christian worldview. In other words, we should try to see
all knowledge through the eyes of Jesus. This all sounds well
and good, but how do we do that?

The only way to think and see as Jesus does is to know Him.
This brings us to the basics of the Christian life. There are
numerous demands on the time of a student. There are always
experiments to do, books to read, papers to write, exams to
study for, assignments to turn in, classes to attend. This is
doubly true for graduate students, who spend their entire time
seemingly three steps behind where they are supposed to be.



Let’s not forget the demands of a girlfriend or boyfriend,
family,  exercise,  and  just  plain  having  fun.  How  is  one
supposed to find time for regular personal devotions, worship
on Sunday mornings, fellowship with other believers, and the
study of God’s Word? These activities can all take a serious
bite out of the time the university demands from a student.
But  this  is  the  only  way  to  draw  closer  to  God  and  to
understand His ways.

By being faithful in spiritual things, we trust God to honor
the time spent and to bring about His desired results in our
academic pursuits despite our having less free time than most
non- Christians. Christian campus groups can be of tremendous
help in these matters through training, Bible studies, and
fellowship  with  believers  who  are  going  through  the  same
struggles you are.

For those times when trouble does arise in the classroom, and
you feel that your faith is being challenged and you are
confused, an enormous amount of assistance is available to
you. The manager of your local Christian bookstore can be a
great  help  in  finding  books  that  deal  with  your  problem.
Organizations such as Probe Ministries can also help steer you
in the right direction with short essays, position papers, and
bibliographies. Dedicated and highly educated Christians have
addressed  just  about  every  intellectual  attack  on
Christianity. There is no reason to feel like you have to do
it  on  your  own.  That  was  my  mistake  in  the  “Spiritual
Wastelands” course. It never even occurred to me to seek help.
I could have represented my Lord in a much more credible way
if I had only asked.

There are no shortcuts to living the Christian life. We cannot
expect to emerge from the university with a truly Christian
view of the world if we put our walk with the Lord on hold
while we fill our heads with the knowledge of the world.
Remember!  We  are  to  take  every  thought  captive  to  the
obedience of Christ. In order to do that, we must know Him; in



order to know Him, we must spend time with Him. There were
many  times  in  my  college  career  when  higher  priorities
prevented me from spending the amount of time I felt necessary
to prepare for an exam, paper, or presentation, but I always
found God to be faithful.

During my doctoral studies, we moved into a new house and the
boys were ages 4 and 2. The room they were going to share
desperately needed repainting and we were having new bunk beds
delivered on Monday, the same day of an important cell biology
exam. The professor writing this exam was the one in whose lab
I had hopes of working for my doctoral project. So I needed to
do well.

The room was small and the beds were large, so they needed to
be constructed inside the room. This meant the room had to be
painted before the beds arrived. If I paint, I lose critical
study time for an important exam. If I study, the room goes
unpainted and I have an unhappy wife and a difficult task
getting to it later. I chose to paint the room. I had a total
of three hours of study time for the exam! I entered the exam
free of tension knowing I did my best and it was in God’s
hands. I had no idea how I did on the exam, but when the
grades came out, I received the second highest grade in the
class and the best exam score in my tenure as a graduate
student! The professor was impressed enough to allow me to
begin working in her lab.

Cultivate a Teachable Spirit
I have run across numerous professors whose only encounters
with Christians were students who simply told them that they
were wrong and the Bible was right. Most professors do not
have much patience with this kind of approach. It is a great
way to gain enemies and demonstrate how much you think you
know, but it does not win anybody to Christ.

Some Christian students have the impression that when they



hear error being presented in university classroom, it is
their duty to call out the heavy artillery and blast away.
This is not necessarily so. As a student, your job is to
learn, not to teach. In my education, I reasoned that in order
to be a critic of evolution, I needed to first be a student of
evolution  and  demonstrate  that  I  knew  what  I  was  talking
about. Once professors realized I was serious about wanting to
understand evolution, when I began to ask questions, they
listened. In the end my professors and I often had to agree to
disagree, but we all learned something in the process, and I
built relationships that could grow and develop in the future.

The most effective tactic in the classroom is the art of
asking  questions.  This  approach  accomplishes  three  things.
First, you demonstrate that you are paying attention, which is
somewhat of a rarity today. Second, you demonstrate that you
are truly interested in what the instructor is talking about.
All good teachers love students with teachable spirits, but
not students who are so gullible as to believe unquestioningly
everything they say. Third, as you become adept at asking just
the right question that exposes the error of what is being
taught, you allow the professor and other students to see for
themselves the lack of wisdom or truth in the idea being
discussed. Truth is truth, whether expressed by a believer or
a  pagan.  However,  non-Christians  will  believe  other  non-
Christians  much  more  readily  than  they  will  a  fanatical
Christian waving a Bible in his hand.

As a graduate student, I was in a class with faculty and other
graduate  students  discussing  a  new  discipline  called
sociobiology, the study of the biological basis for all social
behaviors. One day we were discussing the purpose and meaning
of life. In an evolutionary worldview, this can only mean
survival  and  reproduction.  Disturbed  at  how  everyone  was
accepting this, I said, “We have just said that the only
purpose in life is to survive and reproduce. If that is true,
let me pose this hypothetical situation to you. Let’s suppose



I am dead and in the ground and the decomposers are doing
their thing. Since you say there is no afterlife, this is it.
It’s over! What difference does it make to me now, whether I
have reproduced or not?” After a long silence, a professor
spoke up and said, “Well, I guess that ultimately, it doesn’t
matter at all.” “But wait,” I responded. “If the only purpose
in life is to survive and reproduce, and ultimately–now you
tell me–that doesn’t matter either, then what’s the point? Why
go on living? Why stop at red lights? Who cares?!” After
another long silence, the same professor spoke up and said,
“Well,  I  suppose  that  in  the  future,  those  that  will  be
selected for will be those who know there is no purpose in
life, but will live as if there is.” What an amazing and
depressing admission of the need to live a lie! That’s exactly
the point I wanted to make, but it sank in deeper when,
through my questions, the professor said it and not me. When
Jesus was found by His parents in the temple with the priests,
He was listening and asking them questions–probably not for
His benefit, but for theirs (Luke 2:46).

We are all familiar with 1 Peter 3:15, which says, “Sanctify
Christ as Lord in your hearts, always being ready to make a
defense to every one who asks you to give an account for the
hope that is in you, yet with gentleness and reverence.” This
verse is a double-edged sword that most of us sharpen only on
one side or the other. Many are prepared to make a defense,
but they leave destruction in their wakes, never exhibiting
gentleness  or  reverence.  Others  are  the  most  gentle  and
reverent  people  you  know,  but  are  intimidated  by  tough
questions and leave the impression that Christianity is for
the weak and feeble-minded. The latter need to go back and
read a few important passages:

2 Corinthians 10:3-5

For though we live in the world, we do not wage war as the
world does. The weapons we fight with are not the weapons of
the  world.  On  the  contrary,  they  have  divine  power  to



demolish  strongholds.  We  demolish  arguments  and  every
pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of God,
and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to
Christ.

Colossians 2:8

See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and
deceptive philosophy, which depends on human tradition and
the basic principles of this world rather than on Christ.

Acts 17

(The story of what happened when Paul boldly proclaimed the
gospel in Thessalonica, Berea, and the Areopagus in Athens.)

Paul was a firm believer in the intellectual integrity of the
gospel. The “staunch defender” needs to remember that Jesus
told His disciples that the world would know that we are
Christians  by  the  love  we  have  for  one  another  (John
13:34-35)  and  that  we  are  to  love  our  enemies  (Matt.
5:43-47). Paul exhorted the Romans not to repay evil with
evil, but to repay evil with good and to leave vengeance to
the Lord (Rom. 12:17-21). Finally, the writer of Proverbs
tells us that a gentle answer turns away wrath, but a harsh
word stirs up wrath (Prov. 15:1), and that the foolish man
rages and laughs and always loses his temper, but a wise man
holds it back (Prov. 29:9,11).

Pursue Excellence
Nothing  attracts  the  attention  of  those  in  the  academic
community as much as a job well done. There is no argument
against  excellence.  In  Colossians  3:17  Paul  tells  us,
“Whatever you do in word or deed, do all in the name of the
Lord Jesus, giving thanks through Him to God the Father.” If
we are to do everything in Jesus’ name, He deserves nothing
less than the best that we can do. How many of our papers and



exams  would  we  be  comfortable  stamping  with  the  words,
“Performed by a disciple of Jesus Christ”? I think I would
want to ask if I could have a little more time before I
actually handed it in! Yet Paul admonishes us to hold to that
standard in all that we do. This does not mean that every
grade must be an A. Sometimes your best is a B or a C or even
just getting the assignment done on time. The important thing
is to try. It’s important to be able to tell yourself that,
with the time, resources, and energy you had available to you,
you  did  your  best.  The  road  to  excellence  is  tough,
exhausting, and even frightening. It is hard going. But our
Lord deserves nothing less.

Ted Engstrom, in his book The Pursuit of Excellence, tells the
story of a pastor who spent his spare time and weekends for
months repairing and rebuilding a dilapidated small farm in a
rural  community.  When  he  was  nearly  finished,  a  neighbor
happened by who remarked, “Well, preacher, it looks like you
and God really did some work here!” The pastor replied, “It’s
interesting you should say that, Mr. Brown. But I’ve got to
tell you–you should have seen this place when God had it all
to Himself!”

It  is  certainly  true  that  God  is  the  source  of  all  our
strength, and all glory and honor for what we may accomplish
is His. But, it is no less true that God has always chosen
people to be His instruments—frail, mistake-prone, imperfect
people. His servants have not exactly enjoyed a life of ease
while in His service. Striving for excellence is a basic form
of Christian witness. We pay attention to people who always
strive to do their best. In the classroom, people may not
always agree with what you say, but if they know you as a
person who works diligently and knows what you are talking
about, they will give your words great respect. And, if there
is enough of the Savior shining through you, your listeners
will come back and want to know more.

I am reminded of the impact of four Hebrew youths in the



Babylonian culture during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar: Daniel,
Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah (whom you may recognize by their
Babylonian  names:  Meshach,  Shadrach  and  Abednego).  They
entered  the  prestigious  secular  institution,  “Babylon
University,”  and  were  immersed  into  an  inherently  hostile
atmosphere. But Scripture says that

And as for these four youths, God gave them knowledge and
intelligence in every branch of literature and wisdom; Daniel
even understood all kinds of visions and dreams . . . And as
for every matter of wisdom and understanding about which the
king consulted them, he found them ten times better than all
the magicians and conjurers who were in all his realm (Daniel
1:17, 20).

You can be sure they were instructed in Babylonian literature
and wisdom, not Hebrew, yet they excelled. If our God is
indeed the King of Kings and Lord of Lords, then He can not
only protect us as we enter the university, but He can also
prosper us. Imagine the testimony for Jesus Christ if the best
philosophers, the best doctors, the best poets and novelists,
the best musicians, the best astrophysicists, and on and on,
were all Christians. That would be a powerful witness!

As you pursue excellence, do not be deterred by mistakes. They
are going to come, guaranteed. The pursuit of excellence is an
attitude in the face of failure. Thomas Edison, the creator of
many inventions including the light bulb and the phonograph,
was  never  discouraged  by  failed  experiments.  He  simply
reasoned that he now knew of one more way that his experiment
was not going to work. Mistakes were his education. The wise
man admits and learns from his mistakes, but the fool ignores
them or covers them up. We all admire someone who freely
admits a mistake and then works hard not to repeat it.



Strive for Faithfulness, Not Success
As students in the university learn to approach their studies
from a Christian worldview, as they grow to appreciate their
place as people who are there to learn and not necessarily to
confront, and as they begin to pursue excellence in everything
they do, it is tempting for them to believe that God will
bless whatever they set out to accomplish. Their primary focus
becomes whether or not all of their efforts are successful. It
can become depressing if they do not see the kind of results
they expected God to bring about.

Soon after Mother Teresa received the Nobel Peace Prize for
her work among the poor in Calcutta, she was asked by a
reporter in New York City how she could dedicate herself so
completely to her work when there was no real hope of success.
It was obvious she was not going to eliminate hunger, poverty,
disease, and all the other ills of that densely populated city
in India. In other words, he asked, if you can’t really make a
dent in the conditions these people live in, why bother? Her
reply was simple, yet profound; she said, “God has not called
us to success, but to faithfulness.” How many times have we
heard in witnessing seminars that our job is to share the
gospel and leave the results to God? What I hear Mother Teresa
saying is that our responsibility is the same in everything we
do.

Oswald Chambers, in his timeless devotional book My Utmost for
His Highest, caused me to recall Mother Teresa and reflect on
my own expectations. He said,

Notice God’s unutterable waste of saints, according to the
judgment of the world. God plants His saints in the most
useless places. We say—God intends me to be here because I am
so useful. Jesus never estimated His life along the line of
the greatest use. God puts His saints where they will glorify
Him, and we are no judges at all of where that is. (August
10)



The main point here is that we should be faithful to the task
God has given to us rather than worry about whether or not we
are achieving the results we think God should be interested
in. When we begin thinking that “God is wasting my time and
His,” we have probably stepped over the line. I spent five and
a half years in the laboratory on doctoral experiments in
molecular biology, experiments that never accomplished what I
had  planned.  The  most  frustrating  aspect  was  that  these
experiments did not result in work that was publishable in the
scientific  literature,  which  is  the  ultimate  goal  of  any
scientist. I had a great deal of confidence when I started
this difficult research problem that the Lord and I would work
it out. Well, we didn’t. I never dreamed how much Mother
Teresa’s  words  concerning  the  value  of  faithfulness  over
success would be lived out in my own life. It has been a hard,
hard lesson. And I don’t believe I have a complete answer as
to why God chose to deal with me in this way. Scientific
publications seemed not just desirable but necessary in my
future career; yet God is sovereign and He apparently has
other plans. During those years, I learned a great deal about
living  the  Christian  life  in  the  midst  of  difficult
circumstances. I can only pray that I will not forget what was
so painful to learn.

Conclusion
In summary, orient your studies according to a Christian world
view. Your main job as a student is to learn and to develop
the skill of asking questions, and to keep the boxing gloves
at home. Pursue excellence and remain faithful to the task to
which God has called you, and leave the results to Him.
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